
Making a Custom Twitter WidgetMaking a Custom Twitter Widget

My webs i te doesn't rea l ly use the officia l  twitter widget. I  sort of reverse-engineered i t so I  can read the HTML i t
generates . Then instead of s imply displaying that HTML, I  extract the data  from i t and construct my own HTML to display
the tweets  the way I  want to.

Tweet 0
@AshaCoulter Or resort to "suspension of disbelief." Watch a very compelling story that absorbs you, thus distracting you from

analyzing it.

Tweet 1
@AshaCoulter And to break out of analyzing? Maybe play a game you can't understand on a technical level. Then give up and just

enjoy it.

There are 2 official ways of embedding a twitter widget.

• The old way doesn't display images, but is pretty easy to use and customize.
• The new way does display images, is easy to use, but is nearly impossible to customize.

In both official methods, the embed code creates a <script> tag and sets its SRC attribute to a JS file stored on twitter's servers,
thus getting around the cross-domain problem. The twitter-hosted javascript code somehow retrieves your twitter data and then
calls a global function on your page, sending the data to it.

Old MethodOld Method

To use this method, you use javascript to create a <script> tag and set its SRC attribute to something like this:
http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/user_timeline.json?
screen_name=humbird0&include_rts=true&count=2&callback=twitterCallback2

These are the parts you'll want to customize:
http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/user_timeline.json?
screen_name=humbird0"&include_rts=true&count=2"&callback=twitterCallback2

First you have your twitter screen-name, then you have the amount of recent tweets you want to receive information about.
Setting this to 2, will result in you receiving information about the 2 most recent tweets. And finally, you specify the name of a
global javascript function in your HTML page. The code will automatically call this function and send a parameter to it. That
parameter will be an array containing data about the tweets. Your function can then use this data any way you like, allowing you
to generate your own HTML to display the tweets any way you want to.

New MethodNew Method

To use the new method, first visit your page on twitter. Go to your settings, click on the "widgets" tab, and create a new widget,
specifying the URL of the website that you want to have access to it. Twitter will then provide some embed code for you to paste
into your HTML page. It'll look something like this. That's all you need to do. It'll automatically generate the HTML and inject it
into an iframe. 

http://data_first_4/content/tutorials/twitter_widget/old_callback_param.txt
http://data_first_4/content/tutorials/twitter_widget/new_official_method.txt


pokemon: Each Pokemon will now say something unique when they become aroused. pic.twitter.com/9wW38VEaDF

humbird0 @humbird0

Show Photo

life: No updates today. I was, um... busy. pic.twitter.com/CFTgTWq10j

humbird0 @humbird0

Show Photo
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Tweets Follow Follow @humbird0@humbird0

Tweet to @humbird0

There's just one problem. The generated HTML uses inline CSS, so you cannot customize how it looks. And the JavaScript code it
uses is minified and horribly convoluted, making it nearly impossible to reverse engineer. But that's not really necessary.

My MethodMy Method

What I do is I send the exact same request to twitter that their official widget does, and then I extract the data from their
response and use it the way I want to. 

Step 1: Place the official widget into a test page, and simulate a local server to test it. I recommend using BRS WebWeaver, or
WAMP to do this easily. 

Step 2: Use Google Chrome, open the developer tools (Ctrl+Shift+i), Click the "Network" tab, and press F5 to refresh the page. 

Step 3: Scroll down until you find an item that looks like this 

Step 4: Right-click that item and choose "Copy link address" This is the magic URL that you'll use to retrieve the HTML containing
your tweets. All you have to do now is create a <script> tag and set its SRC attribute to this URL. 

Step 5: Notice the part of that URL that says "twitterCallback" That is the name of the function it'll call and send the data to. So
create a global function with that name. That function will recieve a single parameter. That parameter will be a JSON string. When
you parse that JSON into a javascript object, it'll contain a single string variable named "body" This is the generated HTML. From
here, you can extract the text of the tweets and the URLS of the images, and then construct your own HTML to display them.
Reading the data is a little complicated, so here's the code that I use to load and extract the information. If you open the HTML
file in Google Chrome, open the developer tools (Ctrl+Shift+i), and look at the console window, you'll see all the tweets presented
as a nice friendly array containing each tweet along with its images. That array is generated by my code. 

Note: To use my code with an actual Twitter feed, you'll need to make a couple tiny changes:
• Change the request URL at the bottom to the Magic URL that you extracted from your official twitter widget.
• Enable the line that says:
$("body").append( path );

• And comment-out the line that says:
window.twitterCallback( fake_obj );
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